
WHAT IS A HOME BARREL?
A home barrel is a way to replicate what we do here at the winery at home, develop your 
unique fortified blend overtime that reflects your preferred style on a smaller scale. 

WHY OAK BARRELS?
An oak barrel allows the fortifieds water content to slowly evaporate through the wood, 
concentrating the flavours as the wine slowly oxidises in the barrel. This process changes the 
colour and flavour, also stabilises the wine so there will be no further change once bottled. 
Unlike table wines, we do not want to withdraw any oak character rather use the barrel as a 
aging/storage vessel only.

BARREL SEASONING
New Barrels - 
Our barrels are pre-seasoned at the winery using the following process;
• Hot washing – This will clean any leftover wood particles in the barrel.
• Swelling with hot water – This will swell the barrel to ensure the hoops are set in place, and  
  that there are no leaks in the barrel itself.
• Filled with young fortified – This will begin the seasoning process.

The longer a barrel seasons at S&K the better. By seasoning the barrel, we are withdrawing as 
much oak character from the barrel as possible, so that when you get the barrel home and fill it 
with your choice of new, fresh fortified, there is less chance of your barrel taking on too much 
oak in its first years. 

Existing Barrels - 
Barrels still need to be monitored to ensure they don’t become too ‘oaky’. Should you notice 
that they are becoming more ‘oaky’ than you like (less is best!), you need to top up with fresh 
material. It doesn’t hurt to withdraw 10-20% into glass bottles and then top up with fresh 
fortified. By doing this you will keep a good “aged base material”, but also get a good hit of 
freshness in your wine. The wine you have withdrawn can be slowly re-introduced over time.

BARREL STORAGE
It is not recommended to store your barrel near a direct heat source, for example a oven, 
heater or fireplace - anywhere else in the home would be suitable, unlike red wine barrels a 
cool environment is not necessary. 

BARREL CLEANING (OR DRIED OUT)
Barrel cleaning can be done every 12 - 18 months, but will not harm your barrel if you leave it 
longer. 
Method:
- Pour a few litres of hot water into it (hot just from the tap, doesn’t have to be boiled).
- Shake the barrel around. This will stir up any sediment left in the barrel.
- Tip the water out, and repeat the process until the water is running clear-ish.
- Fill the barrel up with hot water completely, and leave somewhere to sit overnight.  Ideally 
somewhere where it can drain if it does weep some water. Laundry sink can be good.
- The following day, if you are happy that there are no more leaks, you can drain the water out 
and then re-fill with the Muscat.
- If you think there is still a bit of weeping going on whilst it has water in it, you should drain the 
water and repeat with new fresh hot water. Don’t leave the same batch of water in the barrel 
for more than 24 hours at a time.
 
Any queries or need further advise on this, please contact us.

BARREL CARE GUIDE
Tak ing  ca re  o f  your  home bar re l
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BARREL SAMPLE TESTING
Sulphur levels are just as important as keeping your barrel full, it acts as a preserver along 
with alcohol and sugar. As your barrel breathes and ages, levels will drop. This will happen a 
lot quicker if there is more empty space inside the barrel. S&K have sulphur tablets for you to 
put in your barrel to bring those levels up. We recommend that every 12-18 months to have the 
sulphur levels of your wine checked. 

Stanton and Killeen provide a free testing service as part of our Barrel Club, we can analyse 
the level of sulfur and make recommendations for perfecting your blend. You can find the 
sample submission form our website.

ADDING SULFUR TO YOUR BARREL
Simply add the recommended dose of sulphur to your barrel, it will fizz (similar to a Berocca 
tablet). Let it settle for approx 30 minutes. 

BLENDING TIPS
Drink now - choose your preferred fortified and barrel size, simply top up as you consume, 
ideally not getting below 2/3 full - to retain moisture in the wood and avoid drying your barrel 
out. 
Mature - Maintain 2/3 full to develop age base material, add fresh material as required. This is 
an ongoing task that requires continuous tasting and monitoring, take advantage of our free 
testing service for advice and assistance. 

As a general rule in winemaking, you should not blend different varieties of fortified (eg. 
Muscat and Topaque, Muscat and Tawny). This is all down to personal taste of course, and you 
will find that some folks are happy to put all sorts of things in their barrels. 
We recommend that a “test blend” in a glass is done before pouring anything into your barrel.
As far as adding extra spirits (eg. Cognac, brandy, rum), we would not recommend it. Again, 
it’s down to personal taste, but our fortifieds are all at 17.5%alc-19%alc, which is a standard for 
fortifieds. Any additional spirit will increase the “warmth” or “heat” of the wine, and will detract 
from the fruit. We have a regular group of customers with multiple 200L barrels, who are still 
seeing the effects of adding cognac to a barrel late one evening almost 15 years ago.
IMPORTANT: Keep your barrel as full as possible. No less than 2/3rds full.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
How long before I can drink from a new barrel?
Drink now or wait to allow the fortified to mature, don’t wait too long as you need to monitor 
if there is any oak flavour (which you don’t want). With any age barrel, regular sampling is 
encouraged. 
Can I add Classic, Grand or Rare to my barrel?
Yes you can if you would like to fast track the aging process of your barrels contents, would 
not recommend adding Rare, its too good to blend! Contact the winery directly for pricing.
When should I top up my barrel?
We recommend keeping your barrel at least 2/3 full, any less and you are significantly 
increasing the oxidisation process. It is a balancing act between aging and keeping the 
fortified well balanced in both flavour & consistency. You also do not want to leave a barrel 
empty, you run the risk of drying out the oak which can lead to leaking. 
My tap is sticking, how should I fix it?
Try spraying cooking oil on the tap as a lubricant. 
What is the difference between Standard & Premium?
Our standard fortified is approximately 2-3 years old, fresh and versatile, this is a great start 
for a new barrel. Premium fortified is approximately 4-5 years old, perfect for those that want a 
drink now style or a head start on maturing your blend.

 If you have any queries, please do not hesitate to contact the winery on 02 6032 9457
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BULK FORTIFIEDS & STORAGE
All of the bulk fortifieds are an ongoing blend, they are made in a different way to the wines 
for our bottled material. We try and keep the bulk wines consistent, but sometimes there is a 
variance. It is best for the customer to try the wine before they buy.
All of these wines are great for aging in barrel. It’s best not to store these wines in the plastic 
containers long term (no more than a few months). It should either go into a barrel, or into 
glass bottles. In a barrel, the wine will age, in glass, it will not.

STANTON AND KILLEEN BULK FORTIFIEDS
Bulk Barrel Blend 
$15 per litre (5L inc container $79) | Average age 2-3 years.
A fresh and younger blend of Shiraz and Portuguese varieties that is full of flavoursome cherry 
and star anise. Perfect if you want to develop these characters in your personal blend. If your 
port blend (one that is based on a fortified red such as Shiraz or Portuguese varieties) is many 
years old, and you are finding it a bit acidic, including some young Barrel Blend will add a dose 
of fresh fruit sweetness. Young port tends to show more primary fruit characteristics where an 
aged port will taste more nutty, spicy and savoury. 
Bulk Premium Tawny 
$18 per litre (5L inc container $94) | Average age 4 - 5 years. 
A mature blend of Shiraz and our famous Portuguese varieties, this Tawny is a favourite for 
those who love a traditional style tawny port with some age. It has rich flavours of plums and 
subtle oak. Use this in your blend if you are looking for a ‘drink now’ style. Our Barrel Blend 
and Tawny are drier in style than the White Fortified, Topaque and Muscat and will suit people 
who like something with a little more savouriness and balanced spice.
Bulk White Fortified
$15 per litre (5L inc container $79) | Average age 4 - 5 years. 
A blend of Muscadelle, Chardonnay and Viognier, this wine is light, fresh and highly versatile. It 
has delicate flavours of honeysuckle, bottlebrush and walnuts. It’s perfect for your barrel if you 
want to give your blend a floral and aromatic lift. Our White Fortified (previously called White 
Port) is not overly dry or overly sweet, it’s roughly in the middle making it a great ‘all-rounder’ 
fortified.
Bulk Topaque 
$15 per litre (5L inc container $79) | 2-3 years old. 
Previously known as Tokay before the EU naming restrictions were enforced, this wine is 
the foundation of the Topaque range. It is made from the Muscadelle grape variety. Aromas 
of quince jelly, cumquat’s and dried fruit lead to a silky palate of zesty lemon peel and 
caramelised butter. It is much lighter than our bottled Rutherglen range as we make it to be a 
base product that you can mature into your own preferred style.
Bulk Premium Topaque 
$18 per litre (5L inc container $94) | 4-5 years old. 
The Premium Topaque is a richer and more complex style than the standard Topaque with 
a light amber colour, fragrant aromas of almonds and caramel and a palate of dried apricots 
caramelised butter. Add this to your barrel if you would like more depth and layers. It can also 
be blended with White Fortified.
Bulk Muscat 
$15 per litre (5L inc container $79) | 2-3 years old. 
A true Rutherglen icon, this foundation Muscat is incredibly popular for many reasons. Rich and 
luscious raisin notes blend with delicate rose petal aromas and flavours to create this special 
wine. As with all of our blending fortifieds, it is lighter in style than the bottled classifications 
(such as the Rutherglen and Classic Muscat). Young muscats display more aromatics, such as 
rose petal and Turkish Delight with fresh raisin notes, and as it ages, will show richer tones of 
Christmas pudding and chocolate shavings.
Bulk Premium Muscat 
$18 per litre (5L inc container $94) | 4-5 years old. 
The premium bulk Muscat, this material is blended especially for private barrels adding great 
complexity and depth. The palate is balanced with rich raisin fruit, rose petal and dried fig, with 
notes of cumquat’s adding a touch of acidity. This is great for your barrel if you are looking to 
add more character and length to your personal blend. With time and careful nurturing, your 
Muscat blend can take on flavours and deep complexity similar to our Classic, Grand and Rare.
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https://stantonandkilleen.com.au/collections/blending-fortifieds/products/bulk-barrel-blend
https://stantonandkilleen.com.au/collections/blending-fortifieds/products/bulk-premium-tawny
https://stantonandkilleen.com.au/collections/blending-fortifieds/products/bulk-white-fortified
https://stantonandkilleen.com.au/collections/blending-fortifieds/products/bulk-topaque
https://stantonandkilleen.com.au/collections/blending-fortifieds/products/bulk-premium-topaque
https://stantonandkilleen.com.au/collections/blending-fortifieds/products/bulk-muscat
https://stantonandkilleen.com.au/collections/blending-fortifieds/products/bulk-premium-muscat

